REAL-TIME SECURITY & RISK MANAGEMENT ABROAD

Study Abroad Risk Management Solutions

INDISPENSIBLE TOOLS FOR STUDY ABROAD

STUDENT SAFETY ABROAD FOR THE 21st CENTURY

SAFEY is a proactive global mobile-based warning, SOS,
communication, & GPS location system that allows you
to protect and communicate with study abroad students
and faculty. SAFEY enables risk management officers
to keep your students & faculty safe and well informed
wherever and whenever they travel abroad. Installation is
quick and the interface is instantly familiar. Accounts can
be created and ready to use in just 2 business days.

For Students
- Global alerts, warnings and crisis management tools
with expert advice based on student’s GPS location
- SOS button that populates with local emergency
numbers based on students’ location
- Increased student confidence and awareness while
abroad to maximize the study abroad experience

SAFEY App for iPhone & Android
The SAFEY app provides real-time warnings, alerts and
information and one-click calls local SOS emergency
services. The app uses GPS to identify the student’s
current location and send local alerts and security
information about attacks disasters, travel disruptions or
other threats. Local office or program specific information
can be directly linked to individual study abroad students
or specific countries.
SAFEY’s Instant Security Overview (ISO)
The web-based ISO links to the students’ SAFEY app and
allows your central and local risk management teams
to locate and urgently communicate with faculty and
students anywhere in the world. Send a high priority SMS
from any location to keep individual students informed
and secure in their travels. See relevant real-time alerts
for all countries where you have students and customize
country data all through the ISO.

For Administrators & Faculty/Staff
- The SAFEY app uses world leading GPS location and
communication technology to provide valuable realtime warnings and information about disasters and
other threats as they emerge.
- The Instant Security Overview (ISO) provides real-time
location and communication with all your students
globally in seconds.
- Save time and resources for your staff and faculty by
taking away tedious manual travel booking, registration
and/or reporting procedures
For Parents
- Parents feel more comfortable choosing your program
abroad because you have the most advanced risk
management tools and technology on the market,
providing your program a competitive advantage.
- Peace of mind sending their child abroad and knowing
they have SAFEY at their fingertips

saFEY
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CASE STUDIES

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING

Paris Attacks November 2015

Travel and Risk Management Security Manager

On November 13th 2015, several establishments in Paris were
attacked by a coordinated series of terrorist attacks. All SAFEY
app users that visit France are automatically notified and
informed by the SAFEY app upon arrival that France is a risk area
for attacks of this kind.. The first local news that emerged of the
Paris attacks were picked up by the SAFEY service information
systems and within minutes all app users in France had received
processed SMS warnings regarding the attack including
professional advice on what to do as the attack and tragedy
were unfolding.

Japan Tsunami March 2011 “47 Minutes”

Three travelers in the Tokyo metropolitan area using the SAFEY
service received the Red Alert of the tsunami warning at 14:49
JST, 47 minutes before it hit the shore, allowing them to start
making preparations and closely following developments.

“Before we used to have students fill out a form when they
traveled abroad on weekends and holidays. We couldn’t keep
track of more than 20-30% of all the travel because often
students didn’t notify us or changed their travel plans last
minute. SAFEY gives us reliable and precise details of each
student’s location and allows us to communicate with specific
groups of students as needed. Students get the important
just-in-time alerts and warnings about their location as well as
a location based SOS button. When something does happen,
I want a pro-active solution with real-time information and
precise location. SAFEY provides that for us.”

Study Abroad Student

“The SAFEY app makes me feel safe. It is like I’ve got a
companion with me on the trip that looks after me and that
I can turn to. Just to get a welcome SMS with useful info and
advice when I arrive in an unfamiliar country makes me, as a
woman, feel safer.”

Risk Management Health & Safety Officer

“I can’t keep track of every student at all times and I can’t keep
track of everything that goes on in the world. With SAFEY I get
a notification SMS when something happens and immediate
information on which students and faculty I have on location. All
information and positioning is delivered to me automatically.”

